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SLOSHING ANALYSIS OF TANKS CONTAINING MULTIPLE FLUID LAYERS

Rasim Aziz Uras1 and Yu Tang2

Abstract

The effect of liquid density changes in high level radioactive liquid waste storage
tanks is studied. The density variations with the liquid depth is modeled by layers
of piecewise constant densities. A computational formulation based on the finite
element method is presented. The computer code FLUSTR-ANL has been modified
for the analysis of the sloshing response under seismic excitation.

Introduction

It is a common occurrence in fluid-structure interaction problems that the contained liquid
shows variations in density with increasing depth. If this variation is not significant and/or the
system is too complex, appropriate approximations are made to simplify the problem at hand.
The assumption of uniform density through the liquid depth is a reasonably good assumption if
the change in density is not significant.

With the recent concerns about the environmental safety of high level radioactive liquid
waste storage tanks, a need to determine the effect of viscosity on their seismic response has
arisen. This issue has been addressed in recent studies (Tang, Uras and Chang, 1993). Another
important issue is the changes in the density of the stored waste materials. After prolonged
storage, the waste material gradually deposits on the bottom of the tank. It may even form layers
of sludge at the tank base. Thus, at a given point of time the variation of density from top to
bottom of the tank can be large, and the predictions obtained through uniform density assumption
may no longer hold.

Both analytical and computational formulations are being developed to address the
variable density problem in liquid storage tanks (Tang, 1993). In a waste storage tank the density
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is expected to change continuously from the top to the bottom. An analytical solution for a
liquid-filled tank with continuously varying density is a difficult task unless certain simplifying
assumptions are made. The liquid can be assumed to be composed of several layers with
piecewise uniform densities. This simplification introduces a pressure jump condition at the
interface of two layers. Theoretically, the interface pressure difference approaches zero when the
number of layers approaches infinity.

In this study, a modification is introduced to the in-house computer code FLUSTR-ANL
to solve liquid-filled tank problems with layers of varying density. The finite element
formulation is based on a pressure-velocity element. A detailed description is presented here.
The interface pressure jump condition is built in this element. Two cases with different layer
thickness and liquid densities are considered. The computational results are compared with the
available analytical results.

Computational Procedure

This section is devoted to a detailed description of the computational method used in this
study (Liu and Chang, 1984). First, the variational form is derived from the governing equations
of the fluid. Then, the finite element method is employed to discretize the governing equations
which are in turn combined with their structural counterparts to obtain the complete set of matrix
equations of the fluid-structure interaction.

This computational procedure has been incorporated into the FLUSTR- AWL computer
code extensively used in the Reactor Engineering Division of the Argonne National Laboratory.
FLUSTR-ANL is capable of handling both static and dynamic analyses, and solving complicated
fluid problems involving large free surface motion, nonlinear sloshing. The computer code has
been verified by comparing the simulation results with available analytical solutions, and
experimental data.

Governing Equations of the Fluid

The behavior of a Newtonian, isothermal, compressible and viscid fluid is governed by
the following set of equations:

Continuity Equation

I p t + v k k = 0 in f i (1)
P

Momentum Equation



where {3 is the bulk modulus; p is the fluid mass density; v, is the velocity component; p is the
pressure; ft is the dynamic viscosity; and b denotes the body forces.

Boundary conditions are:

Vj = gj on P

Tjj nj = hj on I 4

Initial condition is

Vj = v,,! in Q at t = t
0

gi> ni> voi> a°d "ty are the given surface velocity, the surface traction, the initial condition, and the
Cauchy stress tensor, respectively. Q and F denote the domain and the boundaries.

In order to obtain the matrix governing equations, the weak forms of Equations 1 and 2
have to be established. Thus, Equation 1 is multiplied by a pressure test function, dp, and
integrated over the fluid domain to obtain the weak form of the continuity equation

1 8 p t dQ + £ 6p v k k dQ = 0 (3)

Similarly, the weak form of the momentum equation is established by multiplying Equation 2 by
a velocity test function, 6vj; and integrating over the domain

6 v i p . ' d Q

dv.b.dQ (4)

The divergence theorem is applied to Equation 4 to cast the momentum equation into its proper
form for a finite element analysis:

v. .v.f p5v. v. t dQ + f pSv.v. .

8v. .p dQ - £ 2fibv(.., v(. j} dQ + J^ 8Vjb. dQ

8v.h. dQ (5)



Finite Element Formulation

A Lagrangian formulation is adopted in the development of the matrix governing
equations. Three degrees-of-freedom per node are necessary to solve for fluid velocities whereas
one value per element is adequate to represent the fluid pressure.

Velocity interpolation: 3 per node

NEN

v. = J ^ N,, v, NEN: number of nodes per element

N,: interpolation functions

v,: nodal velocity

Pressure interpolation: The fluid pressure denoted by p is constant in each element.

After substituting the interpolation functions introduced above, the continuity equation
becomes

NUMEL ff 1 1 f 1 1

£ 6p[{jL?dO}HjLN'"<1Q}v']'0 m
and the momentum equation takes the following form

NUMEL f, 1 f 1

£ 6vr |{J[ PNn N,, dQ} v, - {£ N w dQ} p

where NUMEL is the totzl number of fluid elements in the mesh.

Matrix Governing Equations

After appropriate rearrangement of Equations 6 and 7, the matrix form of the continuity
nd momentum equations are obtained

M" p + GT v = 0
(8)

MFv + K v - Gp = f (9)



where a superposed "T" denotes the transpose of a matrix, and

M p = f 1 dQh p

GT - I Nk>k dQ

M r = f p N T N dQ

K. - J, 2,1 Nj N dQ

f NT b dQ + ff = + f NT b dQ + f NT h d r

Note the viscosity term K^v is explicitly integrated in the computer code.

The fluid equations, Equations 8 and 9, are combined with the structural governing
equation to complete the set of fluid-structure governing equations

p + GT v = 0 (10a)

M f v - G p = f - K M v (10b)

M' a + C1 v + K* d = f (10c)

where the superposed "s" denotes structural quantities.

Simulation Results and Discussion

The computational analyses are performed for a small scale tank 1.016 m (40 in.) in
diameter and 0.806 m (31.75 in.) in total height. The tank is full of liquid up to 0.476 m (18.75
in.). It contains two layers of liquid with different densities 188 kg/m3 (2.07»10"* slugs/in.3) and
752 kg/m3 (S.02'10"4 slugs/in.3). The liquids are assumed to have the same bulk modulus,
207GPa (3»107 psi). Two cases are considered: (i) both layers are of the same height, and (ii)
the bottom layer is half of the top one.

The computer model has a total of 648 elements. In order to account for the boundary
ayer effects at the fluid-structure interface, 162 thin elements are used. The finite element mesh
with node and element numbering is depicted in Figure 1.

The sloshing response of the tank with rigid boundaries is determined under an
earthquake excitation. The input motion is a 10-second acceleration time history with a
maximum value of 0.31 g occurring at 4.64 seconds. The acceleration time history is presented



in Figure 2.

The simulations for the two test cases are performed using the FLUSTR-ANL computer
code. The results are compared to the analytical solution presented in (Tang and Chang, 1993).
The time history plots of the simulated surface and interface displacements for Case (i) are given
in Figures 3 and 4. For comparison purposes, the analytical solutions are given in Figures 5 and
6. Similarly, the computational findings for the Case (ii) are presented in Figures 7 and 8, and
the analytical results are given in Figures 9 and 10.

The computational and analytical results are in good agreement both in the time-histories,
and the predicted response frequencies for the surface and interface displacements. Case (ii)
reveals a slight shift in time which is not observed for the Case (ii). This is attributed to the
coarseness of the mesh.

Conclusions

A computational procedure based on the finite element method has been derived and
incorporated into the FLUSTR-ANL computer code to handle problems involving liquid-filled
tanks with several layers of fluid with varying densities. Two test cases are studied for a tank
with two-layers. The comparisons of the simulation results for the surface and interface
displacements with available analytical solutions show good agreement.
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Figure 1. Finite element model of the small liquid-tank system.

INP'JT ACCELERATION

TMAX.AHAX TMN.AmN' 4.H 119.4261 8. IS -114. 7425

TIME IN SEC

Figure 2. Input acceleration time history.
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Figure 3. Simulated surface displacement time history for
case (i), ItyH, = 1.

SURFACE DISPLACEMENT

TMAX.AMAX TMN.AMIN. 8.97 8.4230 8.30 -8.4727

TIME IN SEC

5. Analytical surface displacement time history for
case (i), H ^ = 1.

INTERFACE DISPLACEMENT (H2/H1.1)

TMAX.AMAXTMIN.AMIN. 9.97 2.9328 7.29 -2.0971
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Figure 4. Simulated interface displacement time history for
case (0, IVH, = 1.

INTERFACE DISPLACEMENT
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Figure 6. Analytical interface displacement time history for
case (i), H / H ^ 1.
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Figure 7. Simulated surface displacement time history for
case (ii), Hatf^ = 2.

SURFACE DISPLACEMENT
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Figure 9. Analytical surface displacement time history for
case (ii), H ^ = 2.
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Figure 8. Simulated interface displacement time history for
case (ii), Ha/Hl = 2.

INTERFACE DISPLACEMENT
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Figure 10. Analytical interface displacement time history
for case (ii), Hj/Hi • 2.


